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AbstractÐWhen the location information for a mobile user in the Home Location Register (HLR) is corrupted or obsolete, the new

arriving calls to the user may be lost. In order to minimize the effect of such HLR mobility database failure, a location update scheme

called period location updating is proposed, and the cost analysis is performed. Analytical results for the failure recovery time

distribution and the average number of call losses, which are crucial for cost analysis, are presented. The optimal location update

period is given analytically as a function of other traffic parameters. This optimal choice of location update period lays the foundation for

the adaptive adjustment of the location update period in failure restoration for PCS networks.

Index TermsÐLocation update, failure recovery, HLR, PCS, mobility database, mobility management.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PERSONAL Communications Services (PCS) networks
enable mobile users to communicate with each other

at any time from any location using any form of services. In
order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to locate mobile
users within the time limit (the maximum setup time)
before the call connections can be established for them to
receive calls. This then requires that the location informa-
tion in the PCS networks be correct and up-to-date ([5], [4]).

In the EIA/TIA IS-41 standard ([6]), the user location
strategies use the two-level hierarchical registration
schemes. In a PCS network, the Home Location Register
(HLR) is the location register which maintains mobile users'
identity information containing mobile users' information
such as directory number, profile information, current
location, authentication information, and billing informa-
tion. The HLR is a database residing in the home system of
a mobile. The Visitor Location Register (VLR) is the location
register besides the HLR, which is used to retrieve
information necessary for handling calls from or to a
mobile which visits another area or system different from
its home system, a VLR is a database associated with a PCS
network that the mobile user is currently visiting. When the
mobile is in its home system (where the mobile subscribes
to its service), the location information of the mobile can be
directly accessed from the HLR in the home systemÐwhen
a call is to the mobile, the Mobile Switching Center (MSC)

can directly get the location information from HLR and
direct the arriving call to the mobile. This can be better
illustrated in Fig. 1, where the major signaling steps are
shown, and the detailed procedure can be found in [12]. If
the mobile travels in a visiting system (the PCS network the
mobile is currently visiting), the mobile initiates a registra-
tion process with the new visited MSC. During this process,
the mobile's identity information is created from the HLR
and is stored in the VLR in the visited system, then the
visited MSC sends the mobile's location to the home MSC
and location database in its HLR is updated. When a call
terminating to the mobile arrives, the call is directed to the
originating MSC, then a contact with the home MSC of the
mobile is made with the help of its HLR. The location
information stored in the HLR database is used, a contact
with the MSC in charge of the mobile is initiated, the
location of the mobile will be found via its VLR, and the call
connection can be established in this way. The main
signaling steps for this terminating call process are shown
in Fig. 2, detailed procedure can be found in [12].

It is obvious that the location information in HLR is very

important for call delivery. When the location information

at HLR is incorrect, either system wide paging should be

done, which is expensive in terms of traffic generation, or

the arriving call is dropped, which is expensive in terms of

customer care. The location information will be changed

when a call is initiated from the mobile, or when it crosses

the location area boundary, or when a location update is

performed. Due to such constant changes of location

information for a mobile in the Home Location Register

(HLR), the location information may be corrupted. When

the mobile does not register often, the location information

in the HLR may be obsolete. These lead to the HLR mobility

database failure, which then results in call blocking. As a
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service provider, it has to minimize this blockage. In this

study, we neglect the paging possibility. This is because if

we do not have the location information of a mobile user,

we may need to do system wide paging, which is obviously

too expensive. If partial location information is known, we

can use the similar procedure together with the technique

developed in [3] to carry out the cost analysis. The HLR

failure can be recovered either when the mobile initiates a

call in a cell, which reveals the current location of the

mobile in the PCS network, or when the mobile crosses a

Location Area (LA) boundary, where a registration is

needed or an active deregistration is carried out. However,

there is a significant problem with these two recovery

schemes: If the mobile rarely initiates any calls and it also

moves very slowly, the location information will be obsolete

after some time and the delay via the paging scheme ([1])

may be so long that the calls to the mobile before a HLR

failure recovery will be lost. In order to overcome this

problem, the autonomous registration mechanism was pro-

posed ([7]), in which a mobile periodically reregisters with

the system. In this approach, a mobile periodically estab-

lishes radio contact with the PCS network to update its

location. These location updates are registrations to update

the mobile's current location information in its HLR. It has

been shown that the HLR restoration delay is reduced.
Failure recovery of PCS mobility databases have been

studied intensively in the last few years. In EIA/TIA ([6])

IS-41, the HLR and VLR are not backed up in nonvolatile

storage. After a failure, the HLR incrementally reconstructs

the mobile's location records when the mobile sends a

registration message. In GSM ([7]), the HLR or VLRs are

backed up periodically. After a failure, the HLR or VLRs are

restored from the nonvolatile storage. Lin ([19], [20])

modeled the HLR and VLR restoration with and without

check-pointing in IS-41, and GSM conducted the perfor-

mance analysis. It is also possible for HLR to aggressively

restore its location records by requesting the known VLRs

to provide the exact location information. Wang et al. ([23])

proposed a novel aggressive approach for failure recovery

of PCS mobility databases and analyzing its performance.
One of the important problems among these few

schemes is how to choose the location update interval.

Recently, Haas and Lin ([14]) studied the effect of the HLR

failures on various system parameters and came up with a

set of recommendations for setting up the value of the

periodic interval for the autonomous registration mechan-

ism. However, in all aforementioned schemes and analysis,

it is commonly assumed that the LA residence time and the

interarrival interval of the initiating calls are all exponen-

tially distributed. The cost analysis is done mostly via

simulations. It will be more desirable to give some

analytical results under general assumptions on the LA

residence time and the interarrival time of the new initiating
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Fig. 1. Terminating call process when the called mobile is located at the

home system.

Fig. 2. Terminating call process when the called mobile is located at the visited system.



calls, and relate the location update interval to the traffic

parameters.
In this paper, we present analytical results for the

performance analysis for the autonomous registration for

the mobility database failure recovery for the PCS networks

under more general realistic assumption. For some specific

cases, we give analytic formula relating the location update

interval to the system parameters. These results can be used

to adaptively change the location update interval according

to the traffic and mobility conditions. We expect that the

results will play a significant role in the active failure

restoration of mobility databases in PCS networks.

2 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF FAILURE

RECOVERY TIME

In this section, we proceed to conduct the performance

analysis of the periodic location update scheme (autono-

mous registration) for the HLR mobility database failure

recovery. The performance metrics we are interested in are

the probability distribution of the failure recovery time, the

call loss given the information on the failure rate, LA

residence time (i.e., the time that a mobile spends in a LA

area), the call arrival process, and the originating call

process. As we mentioned earlier, if the failure recovery

time is long, then the signaling traffic is not a problem,

however, the number of calls arriving to a mobile whose

location information is not available due to the failure will

increase. On the other hand, if the failure recovery time is

short (hence, the location update interval is short), we do

reduce the number of lost calls; however, the signaling

traffic due to the update will increase. Therefore, there is

obviously trade-off here; in order to carry out such cost

tradeoff analysis, we will need the probability distribution

of the failure recovery time and the average call loss which

are used to determine how often the location updates

should be.

Consider the scenario for a mobile experiencing a failure

in the PCS networks. Let tO, tA and tC denote, respectively,

the interarrival time of calls initiating from the mobile, the

interarrival time of calls arriving to the mobile and the

location area (LA) residence time. Let to, ta, and tc denote,

respectively, the residual life times of tO, tA, and tC when a

database failure occurs. Fig. 3 shows the time diagram for

our study. Let Tp denote the location update interval and

let tp denote the residual life time when a database

failure occurs. From the Residual Life Theorem ([17]), we

obtain that the distribution of tp is uniform in the interval

�0; Tp�, which is intuitively reasonable. As we mentioned

earlier, the database failure in HLR can be recovered at

either the next location update instant, or the next initiating

call arrival instant, or the instant when the mobile moves

out of the LA. Hence, the database failure recovery time is

given by

tr � minfto; tc; tpg � minfminfto; tcg; tpg
� minftu; tpg; tu � minfto; tcg:

�1�

Let fo�t�, fa�t�, fc�t�, and fu�t� be the density functions of
to,ta, tc, and tu with the corresponding Laplace transforms
f�o �s�, f�a�s�, f�c �s�, and f�u�s�, respectively, (we will use star �
to denote the Laplace transform for the corresponding
density function, and use x�i��t� to denote the ith derivative
for any function x�t�). Let fp�t� denote the density function
of tp, which is given by

fp�t� � 1=Tp; 0 � tp � Tp:
Since the call origination and the LA crossing are

independent events, hence the random variables to and tc
are independent. From (1), we obtain the cumulative

distribution function of tu

Fu�t� � Pr�tu � t� � Pr�to � t or tc � t�
� Pr�tc � t� � Pr�to � t� ÿ Pr�tc � t; to � t�
� Pr�tc � t� � Pr�to � t� ÿ Pr�tc � t�Pr�to � t�:

�2�

Differentiating both sides of (2), we obtain
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Fig. 3. The time diagram for failure restoration.



fu�t� � fc�t� � fo�t� ÿ fc�t�Pr�to � t� ÿ Pr�tc � t�fo�t�
� fc�t�

Z 1
t

fo���d� � fo�t�
Z 1
t

fc���d�:
�3�

Notice that the Laplace transform of
R1
t f���d� is

�1ÿ f��s��=s, where f�t� can be fc�t� or fo�t�, applying

Laplace transform to both sides of (3) and the inverse

Laplace transform theorem ([18]), we obtain

f�u�s� �
Z 1

0

fc�t�
Z 1
t

fo���d�
� �

eÿstdt

�
Z 1

0

fo�t�
Z 1
t

fc���d�
� �

eÿstdt

�
Z 1

0

1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�c �z�eztdz

Z 1
t

fo���d�
� �

eÿstdt

�
Z 1

0

fo�t� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1

1ÿ f�c �z�
z

eztdzeÿstdt

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�c �z�

Z 1
0

Z 1
t

fo���d�
� �

eÿ�sÿz�tdtdz

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1

1ÿ f�c �z�
z

Z 1
0

fo�t�eÿ�sÿz�tdtdz

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�c �z�

1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�
sÿ z dz

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1

1ÿ f�c �z�
z

f�o �sÿ z�dz

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�c �z�

1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�
sÿ z � 1ÿ f�c �z�

z
f�o �sÿ z�

� �
dz;

�4�
where � is the sufficiently small positive number appro-

priately chosen for the use of the inverse Laplace transforms

([18]). Let �o denote the set of poles of f�o �ÿs�. Since

lim
z!1

1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�
sÿ z � ÿf��1�o �0�; lim

z!0

1ÿ f�c �z�
z

� ÿf��1�c �0�;

we conclude that z � s and z � 0 are removable singular

points of the integrand of the last equation of (4). Hence, the

set of poles of the integrand in the right complex plane will

be the same as the one of f�o �s�. If f�o �s� does not have branch

points and only has isolated poles, which is the case when it

is a rational function, then the Residue Theorem ([18]) can

be applied; we can obtain (using a contour in the right half

of the complex plan)

f�u�s� �

ÿ
X
p2�o

Resz�s�p f�c �z�
1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�

sÿ z � 1ÿ f�c �z�
z

f�o �sÿ z�
� �

:

�5�
In particular, if the calls originating from the mobile form

a Poisson process, i.e., to is exponentially distributed with

mean 1=�o, then f�o �s� � �o=�s� �o�, from (5), we obtain

f�u�s� � ÿ
X
p2�o

Resz�s�p

f�c �z��1ÿ ��o=�sÿ z� �o��� �
1ÿ f�c �z�

z
��o=�sÿ z� �o��

� �
� Resz�s��oResz�s�p

f�c �z��1=�zÿ �s� �o��� �
1ÿ f�c �z�

z
��o=�zÿ �s� �o���

� �
� �o
s� �o �

s

s� �o f
�
c �s� �o�:

�6�
Furthermore, if the LA residence time is also exponen-

tially distributed with parameter �c, then we can obtain a

simpler form

f�u�s� �
�o � �c

s� �o � �c ; �7�

which is the Laplace transform of the exponential distribu-

tion with parameter �o � �c. This result is obtained in [14].
If we exchange the roles of f�o �s� and f�c �s�, we can obtain

a similar result. Let �c denote the set of poles of the function

f�c �ÿs�. Summarizing the above, we obtain Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. The random variable tu can be characterized as

follows:

f�u�s� �
1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�c �z�

1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�
sÿ z � 1ÿ f�c �z�

z
f�o �sÿ z�

� �
dz

� 1

2�j

Z ��j1

�ÿj1
f�o �z�

1ÿ f�c �sÿ z�
sÿ z � 1ÿ f�o �z�

z
f�c �sÿ z�

� �
dz:

�8�
If f�c �s� and f�o �s� are rational functions, then

f�u�s� � ÿ
X
p2�o

Resz�s�p

f�c �z�
1ÿ f�o �sÿ z�

sÿ z � 1ÿ f�c �z�
z

f�o �sÿ z�
� �
� ÿ

X
p2�c

Resz�s�p f�o �z�
1ÿ f�c �sÿ z�

sÿ z � 1ÿ f�o �z�
z

f�c �sÿ z�
� �

:

�9�

Applying (5) and using the inverse Laplace transform

([18]), we could obtain the density function fu�t�. Using the

density function fp�t�, we obtain the density function fr�t�
of tr (using the similar probability argument as for tu):

fr�t�; � fu�t�
Z 1
t

fp���d� � fp�t�
Z 1
t

fu���d�

� 1

Tp

Z 1
Tp

fu���d�

� 1

Tp

Z Tp

t

fu���d� � fu�t� 1ÿ t

Tp

� �
�0 � t � Tp�:

�10�

It is obvious now that all computation in finding the

probability distribution of the failure recovery time can be

reduced to the computation of the probability distribution

fu�t� in Theorem 1. If the Laplace transforms of the residual
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LA residence time tc and the residual life of the originating
calls (to) are rational functions, then f�u�s� can be easily
computed by (5) via partial fractional expansion. It has been
known that probability distribution functions of any
nonnegative random variables can be appropriately
approximated by either the Cox models ([17]), or the
SOHYP models ([21], [22]), or the hyper-Erlang models
([8]), which all have rational Laplace transforms, therefore
the random variables to and tc can be directly modeled by
one of the three types of aforementioned models based on
the field data, then our analytical results can be used.
Among the three types of models, the hyper-Erlang model
is the simplest, which has also intuitive interpretation of its
universal approximation capability ([8]). We will use the
hyper-Erlang model to illustrate the computation.

The hyper-Erlang distribution has the following density
function and Laplace transform:

fhe�t� �
XM
i�1

�i
�mi�i�mitmiÿ1

�mi ÿ 1�! eÿmi�it �t � 0�;

f�he�s� �
XM
i�1

�i
mi�i

s�mi�i

� �mi

;

�11�

where

�i � 0;
XM
i�1

�i � 1;

and M;m1;m2; . . . ;mM are nonnegat ive integers ,
�1; �2; . . . ; �M are positive numbers. Hyper-Erlang distribu-
tion models contains the exponential distribution, Erlang
distribution, the hyper-exponential distribution.

From Theorem 1, if to is hyper-Erlang distributed with
distribution in (11), then we have

f�u�s� �
1

2�j

Z ��s�j1

��sÿj1

f�c �s� w�
f�o �ÿw� ÿ 1

w
� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�

s� w f�o �ÿw�
� �

dw

� 1

2�j

Z ��s�j1

��sÿj1

f�c �s� w�
w

� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�
s� w

� �
f�o �ÿw�dw

�
XM
i�1

�i
1

2�j

Z ��s�j1

��sÿj1

f�c �s� w�
w

� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�
s� w

� �
mi�i

ÿw�mi�i

� �mi

dw

� ÿ
XM
i�1

�i�ÿ1�miResw�mi�i

f�c �s� w�
w

� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�
s� w

� �
mi�i

wÿmi�i

� �mi

� ÿ
XM
i�1

�i
�ÿ1�mi�mi�i�mi

�mi ÿ 1�!
@miÿ1g�w; s�
@wmiÿ1

��
w�mi�i

;

�12�
where

g�w; s� � f
�
c �s� w�
w

� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�
s� w :

In the above derivation, we have used the fact thatZ ��s�j1

��sÿj1
h�w�dw � 0

for proper rational function h�w� analytic in the right

complex plane. Thus, we obtain Corollary 1.

Corollary 1. If f�c �s� is a proper rational function and f�o �s� �
f�he�s� as in (11), then we have

f�u�s� � ÿ
XM
i�1

�i
�ÿ1�mi�mi�i�mi

�mi ÿ 1�!
@miÿ1g�w; s�
@wmiÿ1

��
w�mi�i

; �13�

where

g�w; s� � f
�
c �s� w�
w

� 1ÿ f�c �s� w�
s� w :

In practice, the field data may be collected for the

random variables tO, tC , and tA, respectively. Since to, tc and

ta are residual life times of tO, tC , and tA, respectively, we

can draw the distributions of to, tc, and ta by applying the

Residual Life Theorem ([17]) as follows:

f�o �t� �
1ÿ f�O�s�
TOs

; f�c �t� �
1ÿ f�C�s�
TCs

; f�a �t� �
1ÿ f�A�s�
TAs

;

where f�O�s�, f�C�s�, and f�A�s� are the Laplace transform of

the probability density functions of the random variables tO,

tC and tA, respectively, with TO, TC , and TA to be their mean

values, respectively. If we use the hyper-Erlang models to

approximate the distributions of tO and tC , then we can also

obtain simple analytical result as in Corollary 1.

3 AVERAGE NUMBER OF LOST CALLS

In order to perform the cost analysis, we need to compute

the average number of lost calls because of the database

failure. We assume that the call arrivals to the mobile form a

Poisson process with arrival rate �a. The probability that

K � k call arrivals occur in a known period X is given by

Pr�K � k j X � t� � ��at�
k

k!
eÿ�at;

where K is the number of call arrivals. The joint density

function of �K;X� is given by

fL�k; t� � Pr�K � k j X � t�fr�t� � ��at�
k

k!
eÿ�atfr�t�:

Let pL�k� denote the probability that k calls to the mobile

arrive between an HLR database failure and the failure

recovery instant, then it is given by

pL�k� �
Z 1

0

fL�k; t�dt � �
k
a

k!

Z 1
0

tkfr�t�eÿ�atdt

� �ÿ�a�
k

k!
f��k�r ��a� �

X1
k�0

ak�ÿ�a�k;
�14�

where ak � f��k���a�=k! is the coefficient of the Taylor

expansion of the Laplace transform f�r �s� at s � �a:
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f�r �s� �
X1
i�0

f��i���a�
i!

�sÿ �a�i �
X1
i�0

ai�sÿ �a�i: �15�

Let Eloss denote the average number of calls arriving

during between the HLR database failure and the failure

recovery instant, i.e., the average number of arriving calls

lost. Then we have

Eloss �
X1
i�0

i � pL�i� �
X1
i�1

i � pL�i�

� �ÿ�a�
X1
i�1

�ÿ�a�iÿ1

�iÿ 1�!
diÿ1

dsiÿ1
f��1�r �s�

���
s��a

� �ÿ�a�
X1
i�0

�ÿ�a�i
i!

g�i���a� �g�s� � f��1�r �s��

� �ÿ�a�
X1
i�0

g�i���a�
i!

�ÿ�a�i

� �ÿ�a�g�0� � ÿ�af��1�r �0� � �aE�tr�:

�16�

From (10) and (16), we obtain Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. The average number of lost calls is given by

Eloss �
�aTp

2

Z 1
Tp

fu�t�dt� �a
Z Tp

0

tfu�t�dtÿ �a
2Tp

Z Tp

0

t2fu�t�dt:

�17�

In the last section, we have given the computation of

fu�t� (i.e., f�u�s�), thus we can easily compute the average

number of lost calls.
If both to and tc are exponentially distributed, from the

last section, we know that tu is exponentially distributed

with parameter �u � �o � �c. Hence, we obtain the follow-
ing close-form formula:

Eloss � �a
�u

1ÿ 1ÿ eÿ�uTp
�uTp

� �
: �18�

In [14], Haas and Lin only provided a procedure to
compute Eloss numerically. Here, we provide an analytical
formula clearly showing the relationship between the
average number of lost calls and different parameters (�u,
�a and Tp). Let � � �u=�a, x � �aTp (we use �a to normalize
some quantities). We obtain

Eloss � 1

�
1ÿ 1ÿ eÿ�x

�x

� �
:

Figs. 4 and 5 show the plots of the average numbers of
lost calls with respect to the location update interval and the
ªnaturalº registration rate � (� �u=�a). Obviously, as �
increases, i.e., the registration rate (either due to the call
origination or due to the LA crossing) is higher, the average
number of lost calls decreases, which is intuitively true; as
the location update interval decreases, the average number
of lost calls decreases. These observations are consistent
with the results obtained in [14], in which a different
computational method is used.

4 COST ANALYSIS

As we mentioned earlier, there is a trade-off between the

cost of signaling and the cost of lost call connections. In this
section, we conduct the cost analysis to determine the
optimal location update interval Tp.

Let cu denote the cost of a single location update and let

cn denote the cost of losing n calls (n � 1; 2; . . . ). Assume
that the average interfailure time (the average time between
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HLR failures) is Tf . Let Ctotal denote the total cost per unit

time of location updates and lost calls. The total cost can be

expressed as

Ctotal � 1

Tf

X1
n�1

ncnpL�n� � 1

Tp
cu; �19�

where pL�n� can be found using the Taylor expansion at

s � �a as in (14) and (15). The above cost function is

reasonable. If the signaling traffic is more expensive than

the call losses, then we can choose larger unit cost cu. Hence,

in order to minimize the overall cost, Tp should be greater,

i.e., the less location update should be applied. If call losses

are more expensive (i.e., in the business area), we can

increase the unit cost cn to lower the call loss probability

pL�n�, or reduce Tp does not change the overall cost too

much.
If cn is a constant, let cn � c1, then the total cost becomes

Ctotal � c1

Tf

X1
n�1

npL�n� � 1

Tp
cu � c1

Tf
Eloss � cu

Tp
: �20�

In particular, when to and tc are both exponentially
distributed, we have the following analytical formula

Ctotal � �ac1

�uTf
1ÿ 1ÿ eÿ�uTp

�uTp

� �
� cu
Tp
: �21�

If we can normalize the cost by cu, let c � c1=cu and the
total cost be denoted as C�Tp�, then we obtain Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. The total cost is given by

C�Tp� � �ac

�uTf
1ÿ 1ÿ eÿ�uTp

�uTp

� �
� 1

Tp
: �22�

Our objective now is to minimize this cost with respect to
the location update interval Tp. Obviously, C�0� � �1,
which means that it is not worthy to update too often;
C��1� � �ac=�uTf , which implies that when there is no
location update for the scheme, the total cost is fixed. There
must be an optimal value Tp which minimizes the total cost.
Differentiating the total cost C�Tp� with respect to Tp, and
set it to zero, we obtain the stationary equation

1ÿ eÿ�uTp ÿ �uTpeÿ�uTp � �
2
uTf
c�a

: �23�

Let a � �2
uTf=�c�a� and y � �uTp. We can use any

numerical algorithm to find the solution of the following
equation

1ÿ eÿy ÿ yeÿy � a: �24�
Let y� denote the solution of equation (24), then the

optimal location update interval is given by

T �p �
y�

�u
:

Therefore, we obtain the analytical result for the location
update interval.

Remark. Equation (24) may not have a solution for some
choice of parameters. This implies that there is no
stationary point for the cost function, so period location
update is not necessary for the failure recovery. This may
be true when there are many calls originating calls (�a is
large) or the mobile user travels fast (�c is large).

One important observation is that the optimal value
T �p is related to the traffic parameters �o and �a, the
failure rate Tf and the mobility parameter �c. From this
scheme, we can adaptively adjust the location update
interval Tp according to the real situation in the
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PCS networks to improve the performance of the failure
recovery scheme via the periodic location update.

5 DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we conduct the cost analysis using our

analytical results for the system with a specific set of

parameters.

We first consider a special case to show how to find the

optimal location update interval. Let �a � 1, �u � 1,

c � 1; 000, Tf � 1; 000, then a � �2
uTf=�c�a� � 1. There is no

solution for (24), which implies that it is not necessary to do

the location update for the failure recovery. In fact, it is true

because the failure rate is very low (1=Tf � 0:001). If the

Tf � 100, then a � 0:1, solving (24), we obtain y� � 0:535,
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Fig. 7. Total cost vs. location update interval: varying the unit cost (c).



hence, the optimal location update interval is

T �p � y�=�u � 0:535.
Next, we want to show how the cost is affected by the

�u=�a and �aTp.
Applying Theorem 3 with the aforementioned para-

meters, we can obtain the cost curves. Figs. 6 and 7 show the

total cost vs. the location update interval varying traffic

factor and the unit cost, respectively. In Fig. 6, c � 10 and

Tf � 100; it shows that there exists an optimal location

update interval for each traffic situation. As the natural

registration rate (i.e., the registrations resulting from the

originating call or the LA boundary crossing) increases, the

optimal location update interval increases. This is as

expected. Fig. 7 shows that when the natural registration

cost and the location update cost is close enough (i.e., c � 1),

it is not necessary to do the location update. If c > 1,

optimal location update interval exists; If c < 1, it is not

necessary to do location update. Thus, the set of curves like

in the figures provide all the information for optimal choice

of location update for failure recovery in PCS networks.
As a final remark, we can apply our result to design a

dynamic location update scheme, or the ªrun-timeº scheme.

The basic idea is to collect all statistics to find the arrival

rates �a, �c and �o, hence, �u, then find the optimal T �p
which minimizes the cost in Theorem 3 and, subsequently,

carry out the location update according to this location

update interval. We can implement this scheme epoch by

epoch, or we can change the location update interval only

when there are significant changes in some of the above

parameters.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the active recovery procedure of

HLR failure in the EIA/TIA IS-41 system. We presented a

general formula to calculate probability density distribution

of the recovery time of the system and the average number

of lost calls due to a failure of mobility database. Assuming

that the interarrival time of the incoming calls has an

exponential distribution, we obtain an analytical result of

the average number of lost calls during the failure recovery

time of the system, from which the cost analysis can be

conducted analytically. An optimization problem is analy-

tically solved to give the optimal location update interval

for failure recovery of mobility databases in PCS networks.
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